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ABSTRACT
The present thesis explored the role of the opioids in social learning about ethanol. 
Subjects were adolescent (28-34 day old) Sprague-Dawley rats that were assigned as 
either demonstrators or observers. Demonstrators were administered a 1.5 g/kg dose of 
12% v/v EtOH i.g.. Observers were administered the opioid antagonist naloxone (NAL; 
0.0, 0.1, 0.4 or 4.0 mg/kg i.p.) or the opioid agonist morphine (MOR; 0.0, 0.1, 0.3 or 10.0 
mg/kg i.p.). A group of naive observers were not injected and were paired with 
demonstrators administered water. Thirty minutes after drug administrations, observers 
interacted with demonstrators for 30 minutes. Observers were given 24-hour access to 
6% v/v EtOH and 1% w/v Sanka decaffeinated coffee solutions immediately after 
ingestion. The ingestion test began 4 hours after NAL and MOR administration to ensure 
no direct drug effect on EtOH intake occurred. Saline-injected observers that interacted 
with an intoxicated demonstrator ingested more EtOH during test than controls, 
demonstrating social learning. NAL and MOR both had significant effects on learning. 
The highest dose of NAL administered prior to social interaction appeared to facilitate 
social learning as evidenced by a substantially greater increase in EtOH intake. Low and 
moderate doses of MOR also facilitated social learning, while the highest dose had no 
effect. These data indicate that the social learning of ethanol from a demonstrator 
depends on the activity of the endogenous opioid system. Experiments 3 a and 3b were 
meant as preliminary studies to further elucidate the role of the opioid system in social 
learning of ethanol. In these experiments, social interaction was minimized by either 
placing demonstrators in a chamber partitioned with a wire mesh screen opposite the 
observer or anesthetizing the demonstrators and positioning them into a tube inserted into 
a chamber in which the observer was placed. Demonstrators were administered a 1.5 
g/kg dose of 12% EtOH or equal volume 3.0% vinegar solution. A 24-hour two-bottle 
test was given after a 30-minute presentation of a demonstrator to an observer. Results 
suggested that social learning about ethanol did not take place in either situation, 
preventing any potential follow-up experiments using morphine or naloxone using these 
procedures.
THE MEDIATING ROLE OF OPIOIDS ON SOCIAL LEARNING ABOUT
ETHANOL IN ADOLESCE
1Introduction
Social learning is an important phenomenon in many species. For example, potato 
and wheat washing in Japanese monkeys are learned through observation of one another 
(Kawai, 1965). Birds can learn how to access food by removing lids of milk bottles via 
observational learning (Hinde & Fisher, 1951). Rats increase their diet repertoire through 
interaction with other rats that have eaten a food never before encountered (Galef & 
Wigmore, 1983). Human infants whose mothers consumed a particular flavor during 
pregnancy (e.g. anise) show a preference for the odor of that flavor (Schaal, Marlier, & 
Soussignan, 2000).
While this ability to learn about diets from another is useful, it can also be 
detrimental. Alcohol abuse is a primary example of how developing a preference via 
social interaction can be damaging to the welfare in both humans and rats. Furthermore, 
the acquisition of a preference for alcohol during adolescence, a critical period in humans 
during which both physical and psychological development is still occurring, can be even 
more harmful in comparison to developing this preference during adulthood. According 
to the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse (2001), 25% of 8 graders have 
reported being drunk at least once in their life. 52% reported having consumed at least 
one alcoholic beverage. It is unlikely that an individual’s decision to consume alcohol is 
made without the influence of family or peers. In rats, it has been found that a preference 
for ethanol will develop after interacting with an intoxicated sibling both during infancy 
and in adolescence (Hunt, Lant, & Carroll, 2000; Hunt, Holloway, & Scordalakes, 2001). 
In humans, it has been demonstrated that a preference for an ethanol-scented toy is 
significantly greater in infants who live with one or both parents who are alcoholics in 
comparison to infants whose parents are not alcoholics (Mennella & Beauchamp, 1998).
2This initial acquisition of preference for alcohol may be a precursor for alcohol abuse 
later in life. The purpose of this study is to investigate what role the opioid system plays 
in social learning about ethanol in adolescent rats.
Social learning o f diet preference
One of the most useful techniques that has been employed to study diet preference 
acquisition in rats is the demonstrator/observer paradigm (Galef & Wigmore, 1983; 
Posadas-Andrews & Roper, 1983; Strupp & Levitsky, 1984). The mechanism of diet 
preference acquisition via social interaction is an extremely useful means of survival.
Rats typically will not prefer novel diets. The inability to regurgitate any potentially 
harmful substances that were consumed makes it important that a rat is particular about 
its diet. However, if another rat has consumed the diet, a food would be deemed safe to 
consume. In this paradigm, one adult rat (a demonstrator) is fed a flavored food, such as 
cinnamon (CIN) or cocoa (COC). After feeding, the demonstrator is placed in the home 
cage of another adult rat (an observer) that has never been exposed to the diet just eaten 
by the demonstrator. The demonstrator and observer are allowed to interact for a period 
of time, typically fifteen or thirty minutes, after which the demonstrator is removed from 
the cage. The observer is then given access to a cinnamon-flavored diet and a cocoa- 
flavored diet. Observer rats that interact with demonstrators fed diet CIN or diet COC eat 
significantly greater proportion of the demonstrator’s diet than the unfamiliar diet. This 
effect has been demonstrated for diets flavored with almond or peppermint (Posadas- 
Andrews & Roper, 1983), quinine or non-quinine (Strupp & Levitsky, 1984), apple cider 
vinegar or coffee (Galef & Wigmore, 1983), and anise or marjoram (Galef, 1993). 
Research on preference acquisition has not been limited only to choices between flavored
3diets. Sodium-deficient rats will pass up a sodium-enriched diet for a sodium-deficient 
diet that was consumed by a demonstrator (Galef, 1986b). While rats will typically 
choose foods that require less time to eat, such as shelled sunflower seeds, observer rats 
will develop a preference for unshelled sunflower seeds after interacting with a 
demonstrator that has consumed such a diet (Galef, 1986b).
An observer’s acquired preference for its demonstrator’s diet is a very robust 
finding. Observers develop a preference for a demonstrator’s diet after as little as two- 
minutes of interaction (Galef & Stein, 1985). Moreover, an observer exhibits the 
preference with a delay as long as 30 minutes to 60 hours between interaction with the 
demonstrator and initiation of the preference test (Galef & Wigmore, 1983). However, 
when combining a 60-minute delay between demonstrator feeding and the interaction 
period with another 60-minute delay between the end of the interaction with the 
observer’s preference test, the effect is lost (Galef & Wigmore, 1983). This suggests that 
once a preference is acquired it is long-lasting, but the cues necessary to acquire the 
preference are not indefinitely accessible from the demonstrator. Since food cues are not 
enduring, presentation of a diet-fed demonstrator to an observer must be immediate.
The strength of diet preference transmission from demonstrator to observer 
persists even when it is not in the observer’s best interest to develop a preference for the 
demonstrator’s diet. After learning an aversion for a certain flavored diet as a result of 
administration of lithium chloride (LiCl) after consuming the food, interaction with a 
demonstrator that has been fed the diet will result in a preference for the diet despite its 
learned negative consequence associated with the food (Galef, 1985; Galef, 1986a). An 
observer also developed a preference for a demonstrator’s diet when the demonstrator
4was made ill after consuming the diet (Galef & Whiskin, 2000), and even consumed the 
diet when it previously became ill after eating the diet and then interacted with an ill 
demonstrator that was fed the diet prior to the interaction (Galef, McQuoid, & Whiskin, 
1990). Though weaker than the preference acquired by observers that interacted with a 
live anesthetized demonstrator, even exposure to a deceased demonstrator that had its 
face powdered with a diet resulted in an observer’s significant preference for the 
demonstrator’s diet compared to diet preference of a control (Galef & Stein, 1985). So it 
seems that foods that could be potentially hazardous to the observer’s health, (e.g. ethanol) 
will preferentially be ingested as long as another rat it has come into contact with has 
consumed it.
A series of studies have been conducted in order determine what cues were 
necessary for transmission of a preference to occur. Posadas-Andrews and Roper (1983) 
washed the demonstrator before the interaction with an observer in order to remove 
external cues such as crumbs. The observer still exhibited a preference for the 
demonstrator’s diet, suggesting that external cues about a diet were not necessary for a 
preference to develop. To determine whether facial contact was necessary, Galef & Stein 
(1985) measured whether the occurrence or frequency of mouth-to-mouth contact 
affected the amount of the demonstrator’s diet that the observer would eat. Average 
contact time recorded was very brief and was not correlated with the strength of the 
preference shown by the observer. However, lack of facial contact altogether resulted in 
no significant preference for the demonstrator’s diet. Therefore, in order for an observer 
to develop a preference for a demonstrator’s diet, cues from the demonstrator’s oronasal 
region may have to be detected.
Given the research, olfactory cues associated with a demonstrator seem to be the 
most necessary piece of information for social acquisition of preference to occur. In 
addition, consumption is not even necessary for the observer to develop a preference as 
long as odor cues are present during the interaction. Galef, Kennett, and Stein (1985) 
found that simply powdering a demonstrator’s face with a diet without allowing the 
demonstrator to actually ingest the diet still resulted in the observer acquiring a 
preference for the demonstrator’s diet. Applying the odor of a flavor (e.g. almond) on the 
demonstrator’s back is also effective, and even presenting a diet odor in the cage during 
an interaction with a demonstrator that has not eaten a flavored diet is sufficient for a diet 
preference to develop (Posadas-Andrews & Roper, 1983). Therefore, pairing of an odor 
with mouth-to-mouth contact may be sufficient for preference to occur even if the odor is 
not coming from the demonstrator’s oronasal region. However, if presented with a diet 
.odor cue in conjunction with a demonstrator that had consumed another flavored diet, the 
observer developed a preference for the demonstrator’s diet (Posadas-Andrews & Roper, 
1983). While it appears that the presentation of a diet in conjunction with the presence of 
a demonstrator will facilitate a preference in the observer, the demonstrator’s ingestion of 
a diet more effectively influences an observer’s preference.
Despite this finding, the strength of the diet preference phenomenon persists even 
when direct contact is inhibited. Tactile contact was minimized by separating the 
demonstrator and observer by a wire mesh screen (Galef & Wigmore, 1983). A preference 
for the demonstrator’s diet was still found in the observer. The effect persisted when 
potential social cues or tactile stimuli were further eliminated as a source of information 
for the observer by anesthetizing the demonstrator and separating it from the observer by
6a wire mesh screen (Galef & Wigmore, 1983; Galef, Kennett, & Stein, 1985; Galef & 
Stein, 1985). These findings indicate that social interaction may not be necessary in adult 
rats for a preference to be acquired.
Further evidence supporting the need for olfactory cues in social learning about 
diet preference is found when the observer was made anosmic (Galef & Wigmore, 1983). 
Without the ability to detect any odors in the cage, the observer did not develop a 
preference for the demonstrator’s diet. Galef, Mason, Preti, and Bean (1988) went so far 
as to remove the demonstrator from the paradigm entirely. Presentation of a powdered 
diet on a surrogate rat (cotton batting stuffed with gauze) did not result in an observer’s 
preference for the diet. However, when carbon disulfide (CS2), a component of rat breath, 
was paired with a diet on the surrogate rat, a preference for that diet developed. Thus, it 
seems that preference acquisition can be learned with the pairing of CS2 and a diet odor 
without the presence of any social cues.
Social learning about ethanol
The paradigm used by Galef and colleagues has been useful in demonstrating 
social learning about ethanol. Hunt and colleagues (2001) tested whether the acquisition 
of diet preference existed in periadolescent rats using ethanol and coffee solutions as test 
diets. Efforts to understand preference acquisition of ethanol via social interaction in rats 
has the potential to be especially insightful regarding the social factor that affect alcohol 
consumption in humans. Hunt et al. (2001) found that periadolescent observer rats 
(postnatal day (PD) 2 8 -3 5 )  consumed proportionally more ethanol after interacting with 
a demonstrator stomach-fed ethanol via intragastric intubation than observers that 
interacted with a rat intubated with a coffee solution. In addition, preweanling rats (PD8 -
716) that were exposed to an ethanol-intubated demonstrator consumed more ethanol than 
controls that interacted with a water-intubated demonstrator (Hallmark & Hunt, 2004; 
Hunt, et al., 2000). The robust nature of social transmission of diet information is again 
exhibited when observers that interacted on three days (PD12, PD14 & PD16) with 
ethanol-fed demonstrators in the home cage consumed more ethanol on PD22, six days 
after the last interaction with a demonstrator, than pups assigned to water-intubated 
demonstrators. Combined, these data demonstrate that social transmission of diet cues is 
present before adulthood and even before rats naturally begin selecting new foods to eat.
The number of experiments investigating cues that are implicated preference 
acquisition by an observer from a demonstrator is extensive. A new question involves 
how pharmacological mechanisms regulate social learning of diet preferences. Of 
particular interest is the role of the opioid system in social learning. Opioids play a vital 
role in many behaviors. These include involvement in the mediation of social behavior as 
well as learning and memory. Social transmission of preference for ethanol is influenced 
by both of these areas, thus it seems prudent to consider the role of the opioid system in 
the current social learning paradigm. There are mixed findings about how opioids and 
opioid antagonists promote or inhibit social interaction with another animal as well as 
mediate the acquisition of an avoidance response, task, or preference.
Opioids and social behavior
Social interaction is essential for normal development of rats and humans. Rats 
are especially susceptible to the effects of isolation between weaning and sexual 
maturation (Vandershuren, Niesink, & Van Ree, 1997). It is through social interaction 
that many skills and information necessary for survival are obtained. Galef, in his many
8studies, has already demonstrated that rats increase their diet repertoire through social 
interaction. In adolescence, rats normally spend much of their time engaging in social 
play and likely do so during demonstrator/observer interactions as well. It has been 
demonstrated that endogenous opioid levels following social interaction is significantly 
higher compared to baseline measures when an animal is not interacting with another 
(Panksepp & Bishop, 1981). Thus, it seems relevant to address how the opioid system 
may mediate social behavior, which in turn is involved in the acquisition of information 
crucial to survival.
The effects of morphine have been shown to affect different social behaviors at a 
variety of ages. Panksepp, Najam, and Soares (1979) demonstrated that when an adult rat 
that is administered a low dose of morphine (1.0 mg/kg) is introduced to another rat, 
proximity maintenance time, defined as the amount of time both animals’ front paws 
were in the same 8 inch square, was significantly lower in comparison to an animal that 
was not injected with morphine. General locomotor activity was also reduced at 0.25, 0.5, 
and 1.0 mg/kg morphine. In pups, expression of social attachment can be altered 
(Panksepp, Herman, Vilberg, Bishop, & DeEskinazi, 1980). Pups produce distress 
vocalizations (DV’s) which normally result in the dam attending to them. A pup will 
typically produce DV’s if the dam is removed from the cage; however low doses of 
morphine (125.0 pg/kg) will significantly reduce DV’s in pups. This finding has also 
been replicated with guinea pigs and chicks (Herman & Panksepp, 1978). Whereas 
periadolescent rats will typically play and remain in close proximity to playmates, 
administration of a low dose of morphine (1.0 mg/kg or less) reduces the amount of time 
that guinea pigs and rats spend close to a play partner (Panksepp et al., 1980). Panksepp,
9Jalowiec, DeEskinazi, and Bishop (1985), however, demonstrated that a low dose of 
morphine (1.0 mg/kg) increases play behavior in isolated animals. Administration of 5.0 
mg/kg morphine will reduce social play in both isolated and socially housed animals. As 
such, interpretation of data obtained with the use of high doses of morphine must be 
made with caution as the sedative effects of morphine may be a factor. However, 
dominance behavior in adolescent rats, determined by the proportional number of pins in 
a dyad consistent over play bouts, was shown to be altered by a low, 1 mg/kg dose of 
morphine (Panksepp et al., 1985). If morphine is administered to the submissive animal, 
an increase in the number of pins between the dyad are made by the submissive animal. If 
morphine is administered to the dominant animal, its already high proportion of pinning 
in a bout is significantly increased.
Conversely, opiate blockade has been shown to affect social behavior, often in the 
opposite manner than administration of exogenous opioids facilitates. As morphine 
decreased DV’s in rat pups, chicks and guinea pigs, naloxone administration resulted in a 
significant increase in DV’s (Panksepp et al., 1980). In adults, naloxone (0.5 mg/kg and 
2.5 mg/kg) increases proximity maintenance time, indicating an increased preference for 
social contact, whereas an intermediate dose (1.0 mg/kg) reduces proximity maintenance 
time in comparison to controls, suggesting a decreased preference for social contact 
(Panksepp et al., 1979). File (1980) found that 2 mg/kg naloxone reduced the amount of 
active social interaction in pairs of adult rats in both novel and familiar environments. 
Pinning behavior, in particular, was markedly reduced. Siegel, Jensen and Panksepp 
(1985) also recorded the number of pins to measure social play behavior in 
periadolescents (PD26) following administration of 0.0, 1.0, 5.0 or 10.0 mg/kg naloxone.
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Play was quantified as the frequency of pins that occurred in a 5-minute period. Animals 
in all naloxone conditions played significantly less than animals in the 0.0 mg/kg 
condition. The highest dose of naloxone resulted in a greater inhibition of pins in females 
than in males. Animals were retested again at PD37-38 and given either 0.0 mg/kg or 5.0 
mg/kg naloxone. Animals were introduced to a play partner either 1, 3, 5, or 7 hours post­
administration. Play behavior was only reduced 1 hour post-administration for the 
naloxone group, indicating how long the effects of naloxone on social behavior last. 
However, a third retesting with the same conditions at PD41 and P42 revealed a 
reduction in play behavior in the saline group compared to previous trials. This may 
indicate that the decrease in play may be age-dependent more than drug dependent.
Naloxone has failed to consistently facilitate a preference or avoidance of social 
i contact. One important point that Panksepp and colleagues (1980) made is that animals 
treated with naloxone may desire social contact, but may obtain less satisfaction from 
such interactions. In a T-maze task, in which a social reward was offered at one end and a 
food reward at the other end, animals that were administered naloxone chose the social 
reward significantly more often whereas controls almost always chose the food reward 
(Panksepp & DeEskinazi, 1980). This study better illustrates an increased need for social 
contact without concern to the animals satisfaction of the interaction. However, Siegel et 
al. (1985) also reported that in comparison to controls, administration of naloxone 
decreases food consumption during a 30 minute feeding period that followed 6.5 hours of 
food deprivation. Therefore, it is possible that instead of the social reward being of more 
interest to the rat, the food reward may have been of less interest.
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Opioids and learning & memory
The step-down avoidance task has been used a great deal to determine what role 
the opioid system plays in learning to avoid an aversive stimulus (Dalmaz, Godoy, & 
Izquierdo, 1988; Izquierdo, 1980; Izquierdo & Dias, 1985; Izquierdo & Netto, 1990; 
Quevedo, de-Paris, Vianna, Barichello, Roesler, & Kapczinski, 2002). During the step- 
down training period, a rat is placed on an elevated platform around which a metal grid 
lay below. When the rat places all four paws on the grid, it receives a mild footshock. The 
rat is later tested in the same paradigm. Performance scores are quantified by calculating 
the difference between training and testing step down latency times. A longer latency to 
step down onto the grid during testing compared to training suggests that the animal has 
learned about the shock.
When shock is experienced an endogenous opioid p-endorphin is released 
(Izquierdo, 1980). In order to determine what role P-endorphin played in the learning 
about the shock, Izquierdo and Dias (1985) administered P-endorphin or other P- 
endorphin releasing drugs such as ACTH, epinephrine and vasopressin immediately after 
completion of the training session (post-training) or prior to testing (pretest). When P~ 
endorphin was administered post-training, latency to step down during testing was not 
significantly different from latency during training. This suggested that no learning 
occurred. The post-training dose seemed to disrupt the memory consolidating effects for 
which in vivo training P-endorphin release may be responsible. Interestingly, when p- 
endorphin is administered pretest, latency to step down was significantly shorter in 
testing compared to training (Izquierdo & Dias, 1985, Izquierdo & Netto, 1990). 
Confirmation of p-endorphin’s direct effect on the opioid system was found by
12
administering naloxone simultaneously with p-endorphin and finding the previous effects 
to be cancelled out. Conversely, a 0.4 mg/kg dose of naloxone administered post-training 
alone resulted in an increased latency to step down during testing that was significantly 
longer than controls. A lower 0.2 mg/kg dose of naloxone did not significantly change 
latency to step down during testing when compared to controls (Izquierdo & Dias, 1985, 
Izquierdo & Netto, 1990; Quevedo, de-Paris, Vianna, Barichello, Roesler, & Kapczinski, 
2002). In sum, it seems that p-endorphin release specifically during training promotes 
learning. If P-endorphin is given post-training, or worded differently, if  the binding of p- 
endorphin to receptors does not diminish after training, learning does not occur. If opioid 
receptors are blocked by naloxone post-training, resulting in the elevated levels of P- 
endorphin binding at the receptors from training to be suddenly reduced, learning is 
facilitated.
Posttraining administration of epinephrine, ACTH, or vasopressin also resulted in 
a significant increase in latency to step down during testing (Dalmaz et al., 1988; 
Izquierdo & Dias, 1985; Izquierdo & Netto, 1990). This seems counterintuitive as these 
substances are known to cause the release of P-endorphin and subsequently would be 
expected to cause the same amnesic effects as the administration of p-endorphin. 
However, since these drugs facilitate the release of endogenous opioids as opposed to 
directly interacting with opioid receptors, it is possible that p-endorphin levels were 
depleted during training and these drugs may inherently affect memory consolidation.
The important point is that administration of p-endorphin post-training appears to 
interfere with the expression of learning during a subsequent test while post-training 
naloxone appears to facilitate learning.
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The influence of opioids on learning has also been demonstrated using the step- 
through passive avoidance learning task (Gallagher, 1982; Gallagher, Rapp, & Fanelli, 
1985). Basically, a rat was given two choices in a V-shaped maze: an illuminated arm 
and a darkened arm. When the subject entered the darkened arm, a door closed off that 
arm and a shock was administered. Learning was determined during testing by measuring 
the latency of the rat to enter the darkened arm. Longer latencies are interpreted as 
learning to successfully avoid shock. Naloxone (2.0 mg/kg peripherally or 2.5 nmol 
centrally into the amygdala complex), naltrexone (2.0 mg/kg), and diprenorphine (1.0 
mg/kg) administered post-training resulted in significantly longer latencies to enter the 
darkened chamber during testing in comparison to controls (Gallagher, 1982; Gallagher 
et al., 1985). Similarly, Tang and Franklin (1983) used a brightness discrimination task in 
which two of three arms, including the starting arm the rat is initially placed in, were 
illuminated in a Y-maze whereas the third arm was dark. Entrance into the darkened arm 
ended the trial whereas failure to enter the darkened arm within 5 seconds triggered a 
shock. Administration of naltrexone (1.0 mg/kg) 30 minutes prior to each of five sessions 
reduced the number of attempts to avoid shock and the number of successful avoidance 
responses in the final session in comparison to controls. These studies suggest that 
administration of naloxone posttraining facilitates learning whereas pretraining 
antagonism of the opioid system interferes with learning. In combination with the data 
from Izquierdo et al. (1985), these findings support the notion that it is the explicit release 
of endogenous opioids during an aversive task that aids in learning and formation of a 
memory.
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The role of the opioid system has also been implicated in learning tasks that do 
not involve aversive components. Panksepp and DeEskinazi (1980) used a T-maze in 
which PD15 rat pups were trained to enter an arm that led to the home cage. 
Administration of morphine (0.5 -  1.0 mg/kg) 15 minutes prior to each training session 
did not significantly affect the number of trials necessary to learn the task when 
compared to controls. Interestingly, subjects that were administered the high dose of 
morphine took significantly longer to extinguish compared to controls whereas subjects 
administered naloxone (1.0 mg/kg) both reached criterion and extinguished more quickly 
than controls. Extinction of a previous behavior is, in itself, learning that the previous 
reward was no longer present. These studies are confounded, however, in that the animal 
was motivated by a social reward, which is also affected by opioids and opioid 
antagonists.
Gallagher, King, and Young (1983) used an 8-arm radial arm maze to determine 
whether learning was influenced by naloxone (2 mg/kg) or the opioid antagonist 
diprenorphine. The task required the subject to learn to run the arms of the maze in a 
predetermined order. Administration of either drug immediately after each training 
session resulted in significantly fewer trials needed to correctly complete the maze as 
well as fewer errors made to reach criterion in comparison to animals that were injected 
with saline. Canli, Cook, and Miczek (1990) trained rats to complete a more difficult 12- 
arm radial maze. Subjects were administered either a saline solution or 1 mg/kg dose of 
naloxone five minutes after training and were tested 30 minutes thereafter. Animals in the 
naloxone condition made significantly fewer errors during testing in comparison to
15
animals in the saline condition. These findings suggest that naloxone facilitates memory 
consolidation of appetitively-motivated tasks.
The learned place preference task has also been used to show how learning may 
be mediated by the opioid system. Cunningham, Dickinson, and Okom (1995) 
administered 2.0 mg/kg ethanol or saline to adult mice immediately prior to placing them 
on a grid-textured floor. In this paradigm, ethanol is used to induce a pleasurable state in 
the subject. Animals in each group were also administered saline, 1.5 mg/kg or 10.0 
mg/kg naloxone 15 minutes prior to their ethanol injection. Mice were given a place 
preference test 24 hours later between a grid-textured floor and a hole-textured floor. 
Animals injected with ethanol alone spent significantly more time on the grid floor than 
on the hole floor in comparison to animals that were not injected with ethanol. Mice that 
were administered naloxone with ethanol prior to the original placement showed a 
preference that was not significantly different from ethanol animals that were given saline. 
This suggests that naloxone did not affect the acquired preference for an ethanol-paired 
stimulus. However, it is unclear whether there was an interactive effect between ethanol 
and naloxone during training. When naloxone was given prior to placement on the grid 
floor during training, subjects exhibited an avoidance of the grid floor when given a 
choice. Thus, the place aversive effects of naloxone in combination with the place 
preference effects of ethanol may negate one another. This experiment also differs from 
studies discussed earlier because naloxone was administered prior to the training period 
instead of after. Additionally, since a strong preference was found in the saline-ethanol 
group, a ceiling effect may have occurred. In sum, these data emphasize that it is
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important to consider whether naloxone’s effect in the current studies are the result of 
opiate receptor blockade, an aversive state created by the drug, or both.
Roth & Sullivan (2001) used an odor-shock paradigm to determine what role 
opioids play in odor preference learning in rat pups. It was found that the mediating role 
o f the opioid system changed during development. Infant rats showed a preference for an 
odor such as peppermint after experiencing that odor paired with a shock at PD8, but 
learned an aversion to the odor at PD12 (Roth & Sullivan, 2001). When the opioid 
antagonist naltrexone was administered in PD8 pups, the preference was reduced. The 
learned aversion at PD12, however, remained unchanged. This suggests that endogenous 
opioids play a role in the acquisition of a preference in young pups, but do not participate 
in the aversion to an odor acquired by the older pups. It is possible that the analgesic 
effects of endogenous opioids are reduced by naltrexone, thus making the shock aversive 
in PD8 pups.
The effects of opioid receptor antagonists on social learning about diet cues have 
been investigated using mice in Galef s demonstrator/observer paradigm (Moles, 
Valsecchi, & Cooper, 1999). Subjects were injected with 0.5 mg/kg naltrexone 30 
minutes prior to the interaction. Other changes included food deprivation 12 hours prior 
to interaction and a one-hour preference test instead of 24 hours. Observers administered 
naltrexone tended to eat less of the diet given to the demonstrator in comparison to 
control animals. These data suggest that naltrexone administration may prevent the 
expected acquisition of a preference for the demonstrator’s diet. In a second experiment, 
observer mice were administered naltrexone immediately after the interaction and were 
allowed a 30-minute period between drug administration and the two-choice test.
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Observers administered naltrexone consumed significantly less of the demonstrator’s diet 
in comparison to controls. It is unclear, however, whether post-interaction administration 
of naltrexone had an effect on memory consolidation or affected consumption during 
testing. To determine whether naltrexone prevents acquisition of the preference in the 
observer or merely inhibits the expression of an acquired preference during the two- 
choice test, a shorter lasting opioid antagonist, naloxone (0.5 mg/kg), was administered 
30 minutes prior to the interaction. The two-choice test was given approximately 2 hours 
after the interaction in order to allow naloxone to be metabolized. Observers administered 
naloxone consumed the same proportion of demonstrator diet as controls, suggesting that 
acquisition still occurred in the second experiment, but expression of that preference was 
inhibited by the presence of naltrexone in the system during the choice test.
Experiment 1
The first experiment investigated the effects of naloxone on periadolescent rats’ 
acquisition of preference for ethanol after an interaction with a demonstrator. Two 
primary mechanisms may be affected by opioid agonists and antagonists: learning and 
social behavior. Naloxone has been shown to facilitate learning in a variety of tasks. As 
such, it was hypothesized that naloxone would increase preference for ethanol. However, 
behavioral changes due to naloxone are complex. While play between two rats reliably 
decreases when naloxone is administered (Siegel et al., 1985), the amount of time spent 
in proximity to one another due to varying doses of naloxone has an unclear explanation 
(Panksepp et al., 1979). If there is a change in the nature of contact between animals or in 
how rewarding that contact is, it would require a change in the prediction that naloxone 
would have facilitative effects in learning about ethanol, but the effect is unclear.
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Subjects
The observers consisted of 58 Sprague-Dawley derived rats (29 female, 29 male), 
representing 13 different litters. Twenty-nine rats from the same litters served as 
demonstrators. Subjects ranged from 28 to 31 days of age on the day of administration 
(see Table 1). All animals were bom and raised in the psychology department vivarium at 
the College of William & Mary. Breeders were pair-housed in 50.8 x 40.6 x 21.6 cm 
clear polycarbonate cages with pine chip bedding and ad lib breeder diet food pellets 
(ProLab, St. Louis, MO) and water. Day of birth was designated as Postnatal Day [PD] 0. 
Litters were culled to 8 — 10 pups on PD2. All rats were maintained on a 12:12 hr 
light:dark cycle with light onset at 0700 hr in the temperature-controlled vivarium. Pups 
were weaned and group-housed with littermates on PD21 in 47.2 x 25.5 x 20.8 cm clear 
polycarbonate cages with pine chip bedding and ad lib access to food and water. 
Apparatus
Pair-housing, demonstrator-observer interactions, and ingestion testing all 
occurred in individually sized stainless steel hanging cages in a secondary room of the 
main vivarium. Housing during the first two days was the same for animals in all 
experiments. Temperature and light control systems were maintained in the same manner 
as in the main vivarium. Demonstrators for all experiments were intragastrically 
intubated using 12-cm lengths of polyethylene tubing (PE-50; Clay Adams) attached to 5- 
cc disposable syringes. Solutions presented during the two-bottle test were presented in 
50-ml graduated cylinders with curved sipper tubes.
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Procedure
An outline of the timeline for the experiment is provided in Table 1. Animals 
were pair-housed with same-sex littermates and handled for approximately 90 seconds 
for the two days prior to the experiment in order to allow adaptation of the new 
environment and human contact. On the third day, subjects were randomly assigned as a 
demonstrator or observer. One demonstrator was randomly assigned to every two 
observers that had been housed together for the previous two days. Animals were 
weighed and marked with a felt pen in order to correctly record administration of drugs 
as well as consumption of fluid.
Demonstrators were intubated with a 1.5 g/kg dose of a 12% v/v ethanol solution 
(n = 24), or an equal volume tap water (n = 5). Observers were randomly assigned to one 
of four naloxone dose conditions: 0.0, 0.1, 0.4, or 4.0 mg/kg naloxone HC1 
intraperitoneally (i.p.). None of the animals paired with demonstrators intubated with tap 
water were injected. Observers housed together received the same dose of naloxone in 
order to avoid having to factor in that each observer’s behavior may differentially change 
due to different doses of naloxone.
Demonstrators were intubated with ethanol and observers were administered 
naloxone 30 minutes prior to the interaction period in order to allow for absorption of 
ethanol and circulation of naloxone to occur. Demonstrators were then placed in 
observers’ cages with two observers and allowed to interact for 30 minutes. 
Demonstrators were then removed from the observers’ cages and returned to their home 
cages. To ensure naloxone was completely metabolized before testing, a four-hour period 
followed. Naloxone was selected because its half-life is rather short ranging from 20
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(Weinstein, Pfeffer, & Schor, 1974) to 35 minutes (Ngai, Berkowitz, Yang, Hempstead,
& Spector, 1976).
After the interim period, observers were then individually housed in new cages 
and given ad-lib access to food. At this point, a 24-hour two-bottle test began during 
which each observer had access to a 6% v/v ethanol and a 1% w/v Sanka decaffeinated 
coffee solution. Fluid levels were recorded before and after the two-bottle test to measure 
the volume of coffee and ethanol solutions consumed.
Results
A 2-way (Sex x Drug) ANOVA revealed no unexpected significant differences in 
total fluid consumption between sex (F (4, 47) = 2.33, p  > .05) or drug condition {F (1, 
47)= 1.00, p  > .05). In Figure 1, ethanol intake was quantified as a percent score of 
ethanol intake relative to total fluid intake (ETH / (ETH + COF) X 100). A 2-way (Sex X 
.Drug) ANOVA was used to determine significant differences among groups. A main 
effect of drug condition was significant (F  (4, 47) = 4.25, p  < .005) whereas no main 
effect of sex was found (F (1, 47) = 1.92,/? > .05). A post hoc Tukey’s LSD test indicated 
that saline observers (0.0 mg/kg naloxone group) paired with an ethanol-fed demonstrator 
consumed a significantly greater proportion of ethanol than naive observers that 
interacted with a water-intubated demonstrator (p < .01). Animals in the 0.4 and 4.0 
mg/kg naloxone conditions also significantly differed from the naive condition (p < .005). 
The difference between 0.1 mg/kg and the naive condition approached significance (p 
= .053). In addition, the 4.0 mg/kg naloxone group consumed significantly more ethanol 
than the 0.1 mg/kg naloxone group (p < .01) and approached significance when compared 
to the saline group (p = .081).
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A second 2-way (Sex X Drug) ANOVA was conducted to measure ethanol intake 
in terms of total ethanol solution consumed. Results indicated a significant difference 
between groups (F (4, 47) = 4.89, p  < .005) whereas no main effect of sex was found (F 
(1,47) = .033 p  > .05). A post hoc Tukey’s LSD test indicated that observers in the saline, 
0.4 and 4.0 mg/kg naloxone conditions paired with an ethanol-fed demonstrator 
consumed a significantly greater proportion of ethanol than naive observers that 
interacted with a water-intubated demonstrator (p < .001). Observers in the 0.1 mg/kg 
naloxone condition also consumed significantly more ethanol than naive observers (p 
< .05). Observers in the 4.0 mg/kg naloxone condition consumed significantly more 
ethanol than the saline, 0.1 and 0.4 mg/kg naloxone conditions (p < .05).
Discussion
The present experiment confirmed the previous findings of social learning about 
ethanol in rats that interacted with an ethanol-intubated demonstrator (Hunt et al., 2001).
In addition, it was found that lower doses of naloxone did not seem to have any effect on 
the acquisition of this preference whereas the highest dose of naloxone appeared to 
increase observers’ preference for ethanol. It is encouraging that this effect is due to 
changes in learning or behavior during the interaction and not due to any residual effects 
of naloxone during the 2-bottle test. First, animals and humans tend to consume 
significantly less alcohol when administered an opioid antagonist (O’Brien, Volpicelli, & 
Volpicelli, 1996; Reid & Hunter, 1984). However, extremely low doses of naloxone have 
been found to mimic the effects of morphine (Noble, Foumie-Zaluski, & Roques, 1994), 
which has been shown to increase consumption of ethanol (Reid & Hunter, 1984). 
Moreover, Duda (2003) found that administration of a 4.0 mg/kg dose of naloxone to an
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observer when the demonstrator was administered a coffee solution would show percent 
ethanol consumption that was not significantly different from naive animals that 
interacted with a water-intubated demonstrator. If residual naloxone did facilitate 
consumption of ethanol, then the high naloxone group that interacted with a coffee- 
intubated demonstrator would have shown increased levels of ethanol consumption.
Experiment 2
To further explore the role of the opioid system in the social acquisition of ethanol 
cues, administration of morphine to observers prior to interaction with demonstrators 
would complement what was found when opioid blockade occurred. It was predicted that 
administration of morphine would have the opposite effect of naloxone on social learning. 
However, changes in social behavior due to morphine confound this hypothesis. As social 
play has been shown to increase when an animal is administered low doses of morphine, 
cues may become more available and thus facilitate social learning about ethanol 
(Panksepp et al., 1985). A high dose would result in a reduced preference for ethanol not 
only because it was thought that it would have the inverse effect of a high dose of 
naloxone, but also since a high dose of morphine reduces play behavior (Panksepp et al., 
1985), potentially reducing the availability of cues needed to acquire a preference for 
ethanol. Experiment 2 posed that a high dose of morphine would inhibit social learning 
about ethanol whereas lower doses would exhibit a preference for ethanol that was 
greater than control animals given saline.
Subjects
The subjects consisted of 78 Sprague-Dawley derived rats (37 males, 41 females), 
representing eight litters that were used in the study. Sixty-three animals were used as
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observers. Twenty five animals were used as demonstrators, 15 of which were animals 
that were previously observers. Some demonstrators were used twice. Animals ranged 
from 31 to 35 days of age at the beginning of the procedure on day 3 of the experiment. 
Animals were bom and raised in the psychology department vivarium at the College of 
William & Mary under the same conditions as those described in Experiment 1. All 
demonstrators were intubated with an ethanol solution.
Procedure
The procedure for this experiment was similar to that of Experiment 1 except that 
observers were injected with 0.0, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0 or 10.0 mg/kg morphine sulphate. Various 
doses were chosen as morphine has been shown to differentially affect learning and 
behavior at different doses (e.g. Panksepp et al., 1985). After two days of pair-housing, 
all demonstrators were intragastrically administered a 1.5 g/kg dose of a 12% v/v ethanol 
solution. Observers were also administered their assigned dose of morphine (i.p.) at this 
time. A 30-minute period elapsed between dmg administration and interaction in order to 
allow absorption of ethanol and circulation of morphine. Demonstrators were then placed 
into a cage housing two observers to interact for 30 minutes. Demonstrators were then 
taken from observers’ cages and returned to the home cage. To ensure complete 
elimination of any residual morphine a four hour period followed. This length of time 
was chosen both to parallel the procedure in Experiment 1 and because the half-life of 
morphine is approximately 28 minutes. (Handal, Grung, Skurtveit, Ripel, & Morland, 
2002). Observers were then individually housed and given ad-lib access to food. At this 
point, a 24-hour two-bottle test began during which each observer had access to a 6% v/v 
ethanol and a 1% w/v Sanka decaffeinated coffee solution. Fluid levels were recorded
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before and after the two-bottle test to measure the volume of coffee and ethanol solutions 
consumed.
Results
Naive animals from Experiment 1 were included in the analysis to determine 
whether significant levels of social learning occurred in saline and morphine observers. A 
2-way (Sex x Drug) ANOVA revealed no unexpected significant differences in total fluid 
consumption between drug condition (F (4, 61) = .60, p  > .05). However, mean total fluid 
intake for males (M=  19.68) compared to females (M  = 17.34) was significantly different 
(F (1, 61) = 4.29, p  < .05). A 2-way (Sex X Drug) ANOVA was used to determine 
significant differences in percent ethanol intake among groups. The data is presented in 
Figure 3. A main effect of drug condition was significant (F (5, 61) = 5.03,/? < .001) 
whereas no main effect of sex was found (F (1 ,6 1 )< 1 , n.s.). Tukey’s LSD post hoc tests 
indicated that saline observers consumed a significantly greater proportion of ethanol 
than naive observers (p < .05). In addition, observers administered 0.3, 1.0, or 3.0 mg/kg 
morphine also consumed a significantly greater proportion of ethanol than naive 
observers (p < .001). Observers administered 10.0 mg/kg morphine did not significantly 
differ from naive or saline observers, but did significantly differ from 0.3, 1.0, and 3.0 
mg/kg morphine groups (p < .05).
Table 4 shows the average total ethanol intake of each group. A 2-way (Sex X 
Drug) ANOVA was used to determine significant differences in total ethanol intake 
among groups. A significant main effect for drug condition (F = 5.60,/? < .001) whereas 
no significant difference was found for sex (F — .31,/? > .05). A Tukey’s LSD post hoc 
tests indicated that saline, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 mg/kg morphine groups consumed
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significantly more ethanol than the naive group ip < .01). In addition, observers 
administered 0.3 and 3.0 mg/kg morphine also consumed a significantly more ethanol 
than observers administered 10.0 mg/kg morphine ip < .05). The difference between total 
ethanol intake for observers administered 1.0 mg/kg naloxone versus observers 
administered 10.0 mg/kg morphine approached significance ip = .059).
Discussion
Though not statistically significant, the administration of low to moderate doses 
of morphine appears to have enhanced acquisition of a preference for ethanol. The 
highest dose of morphine resulted in a significantly lower preference and total 
consumption for ethanol in comparison to the lower doses. It is important to note that 
there seems to be a pattern of increased preference for ethanol in observers administered 
low to moderate levels of morphine. This pattern supports the notion that increased 
. interaction between animals may facilitate social learning. It is also important to note that 
the amnesic effects of morphine found in the shock and maze paradigms discussed earlier 
are obtained with post-training administration. It is the manipulation of the endogenous 
opioid system after training that resulted in amnesic effects. While this does not discount 
the potential for morphine to have affected learning during the interaction, it does 
eliminate any consideration of post-interaction memory consolidation in the present 
experiment and nicely illustrates that the change in behavior due to administration of 
opioids to change baseline levels of opioid binding before training may in one effect (i.e. 
pre-interaction administration of morphine), whereas changes in levels opioid binding 
after training (i.e. amnesic effects of post-training morphine) may result in different effect.
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Observers administered the highest dose of morphine exhibited ethanol intake that 
was significantly lower than observers given low to moderate doses of morphine, which 
partially supports the hypothesis that high doses of morphine would have the opposite 
effect as high doses of naloxone. However, mean percent preference for ethanol 
following administration of the highest dose was not significantly different from naive or 
saline observers, making the observers relative preference for ethanol in comparison to 
these groups difficult to interpret. The reason for a lower percent preference for ethanol 
in the high morphine group must be addressed. When administered high doses of 
morphine, chicks and rat pups vocalize more despite heavy sedation from the drug 
(Hermann et al., 1978). In addition, Kehoe and Blass (1986) found that administration of 
morphine (2.0 mg/kg) to pups (PD5) that were given a saccharin solution via intraoral 
cannulae would show subsequent aversion to saccharin. These data suggest that an 
aversive state may have been induced.
If an unpleasant state were the result of 10.0 mg/kg morphine in the present 
experiment, the reason for the reduced preference for ethanol compared to animals 
administered lower doses of morphine may be the result of an aversive state, not a change 
in behavior or memory consolidation. For example, Galef and Kennett (1985) induced an 
aversive state in an observer using LiCl during interaction with a demonstrator fed a 
certain diet and found that observers exhibited an aversion to the demonstrator’s diet 
when given a two-choice test. This may suggest that if an aversive state was caused by 
the high dose of morphine, it may have affected the acquisition for a preference of 
ethanol because of its aversive properties and not because of any effect on memory. 
However, the aversive state did not cause a complete reduction in consumption of ethanol.
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This may be due morphine’s effect on facilitative behavioral or memory-related changes 
that conflict with the aversive influence of the high dose of morphine.
As discussed, the opioid system has been shown to moderate both social behavior 
as well as memory consolidation. The results from the first two experiments indicate 
some pattern in how opioid levels during an interaction result in a preference or lack 
thereof in the observer. It is unclear whether learning or social behavior can be implicated 
with these changes in preference for ethanol. It is possible that the olfactory cues 
necessary to develop a preference were not encountered because of behavioral changes in 
the observer because varying levels of morphine or naloxone increased or decreased the 
opportunity for oronasal contact. Though, Galef & Stein (1985) did not find a correlation 
between the amount of time oronasal contact occurred and strength of preference, it could 
be that an increased range of temporal contact would produce different results. It is also 
possible that the olfactory cues were present and drug administration affected memory 
consolidation of information that was readily available. Measures of behavior during the 
interaction would better answer the question as to whether changes in behavior are 
significantly different between groups during the interaction and whether potential 
changes are related to preference acquisition.
Experiment 3 a
It would be fruitful to change the paradigm in a way to examine the effects of 
naloxone and morphine on the acquisition of a preference from a demonstrator when 
social factors are minimized. Galef and colleagues used two paradigms to minimize 
social interaction. In the first paradigm, the 30 minute interaction period was replaced 
with a 30-minute presentation of an anesthetized demonstrator in a wire tube that was
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inserted into a chamber in which an observer was placed (Galef & Wigmore, 1983; Galef 
et al., 1985; Galef & Stein, 1985). In the second, the observer and demonstrator were 
separated by a wire partition during the interaction period (Galef & Wigmore, 1983). The 
last two experiments of the current studies used these paradigms to determine whether 
learning about ethanol would occur in adolescents when direct physical contact is 
minimized or eliminated.
Past research about social learning of ethanol failed to find a preference 
acquisition for coffee when the demonstrator was intubated with a coffee solution (Hunt 
et al., 2001). Therefore, it was decided to replace the coffee solution with a vinegar 
solution since Galef and Wigmore (1983) found a significant percent preference for a 
vinegar solution in observers that interacted with a vinegar solution fed demonstrator.
This study hoped to demonstrate social learning about a substance other than ethanol to 
replicate previous findings. A pilot study was conducted to determine baseline percent 
preference of various vinegar concentrations versus the 6% v/v ethanol solution used in 
the first two experiments. A 3.0% v/v vinegar solution was determined to be equally 
preferred by naive adolescents (w = 18) and was chosen as the replacement for the coffee 
solution in the two-bottle test.
Subjects
The observers for Experiment 3a consisted of 24 Sprague-Dawley-derived rats 
(11 males, 13 females), representing 5 litters. The remaining littermates were thirteen 
female and 12 males that were used as demonstrators. One male demonstrator was not 
used due to complications during intubation. Animals ranged from 28 to 35 days in age at 
the beginning of the procedure on day 3 of the experiment (see Table 2). Animals were
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bom and raised in the psychology department vivarium at the College of William & Mary 
under the same conditions as described in Experiment 1.
Apparatus
The interaction took place ina21 x 14x 15 cm Plexiglas chamber (Figure 3). A 5 
cm diameter, 16 cm long cylindrical tube was inserted 8 cm into one of the 14 x 15 cm 
walls with a 3 cm gap between the floor and the bottom of the tube. The inserted end of 
the tube was covered with 0.5” x 0.5” hardware cloth in order to prevent contact between 
demonstrator and observer. One cm holes were drilled into the walls in order to provide 
ventilation.
Procedure
The outline of the timeline for the experiment is provided in Table 2. Animals 
were pair-housed with same-sex littermates and handled for approximately 90 seconds 
for two days before the experiment in order reduce the novelty and stress of new 
environment and the procedures. On the third day, demonstrators were randomly 
assigned to be intubated with vinegar or ethanol and randomly assigned to each observer 
(n = 24). Demonstrators were intubated with either a 1.5 g/kg dose of a 12% v/v ethanol 
solution (n = 11), or an equal volume of a 3.0% v/v vinegar solution (n = 13). Observers 
were randomly assigned to interact with a vinegar or ethanol demonstrator.
Ethanol demonstrators were intubated approximately 30 minutes prior to 
interaction in order to permit absorption of ethanol. Since observers have failed to 
demonstrate a preference after interacting with demonstrators fed a flavored diet with a 
delay before the interaction (Galef & Wigmore, 1983), vinegar demonstrators were 
intubated immediately prior to anesthetization to facilitate social learning of vinegar.
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Demonstrators were then anesthetized with 100 mg/kg ketamine and 10 mg/kg xylazine 
(i.p.). Once the demonstrator was no longer responsive, it was placed in the tube portion 
of the apparatus , with its anterior end facing into the chamber. The observer that was 
placed in the larger portion of the chamber for a 30-minute exposure period. Once the 
interaction period elapsed, demonstrators were removed from the apparatus and placed 
under heat lamp until they regained consciousness. Observers were individually housed 
and given ad-lib access to food. At this point, a 24-hour two-bottle test began during 
which each observer had access to a 6% v/v ethanol and a 3.0% v/v apple cider vinegar 
solution. Fluid levels were recorded before and after the two-bottle test to measure the 
volume of vinegar and ethanol solutions consumed.
Results and Discussion 
Percent intake of ethanol by observers that interacted with vinegar-intubated 
demonstrators was 55.5% (SE = 5.7%) whereas percent ethanol consumed by observers 
that interacted with ethanol-intubated demonstrators was 52.8% (SE = 11.9%). An 
independent samples Mest to determine significant differences between groups was not 
significant (t (22) = .20, n.s.). This suggests that neither group exhibited a preference for 
their respective demonstrator’s ingested solution. The nonsignificant results of 
Experiment 3a is further supported by an odor preference task about ethanol. Femandez- 
Vidal & Molina (unpublished data) found that following interaction with an ethanol-fed 
demonstrator, the observer spent significantly more time investigating an ethanol-scented 
hole than a vanilla-scented hole. This was compared to controls that showed a significant 
preference for the vanilla-scented hole. When an observer interacted with an anesthetized 
demonstrator intubated with ethanol, the ethanol preference was not significantly
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different from controls. Therefore, Fernandez-Vidal and Molina’s data parallel the 
findings of Experiment 3 a. It seems that adolescent rats may not be able to acquire a 
preference for ethanol unless able to actively interact with a demonstrator.
Experiment 3b
Subjects
The observers for this experiment were 15 Sprague-Dawley-derived rats (6 males, 
9 females), representing 3 litters that were randomly chosen as observers for the study. 
Ten female and 5 male rats were used as demonstrator animals. Subjects ranged from 33 
to 34 days of age at the beginning of the procedure. Animals were bom and raised in the 
psychology department vivarium at the College of William & Mary under the same 
conditions as those described in Experiment 1. Demonstrators were randomly assigned to 
be intubated with vinegar (n=8) or ethanol (n=7). Observer rats were randomly assigned 
to a demonstrator.
Apparatus
Animals interacted in a chamber similar to that used in Experiment 3a, however 
the cylindrical tube and the wall through which the tube was inserted was replaced with a 
solid Plexiglas wall. A Plexiglas panel with a 5 cm diameter circular hole that was 
covered with 1 cm wire mesh was used to partition the chamber into two 10.5 x 15 x 15 
cm sections.
Procedure
The procedure for this experiment was similar to that of Experiment 3 a except the 
demonstrator was not anesthetized and was instead placed in the partitioned section 
opposite the side the observer was placed during the interaction.
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Results
Mean percent ethanol intake for observers that interacted with ethanol-intubated 
demonstrators was 78.1% (SE = 9.9%) whereas mean percent ethanol intake in observers 
that interacted with a vinegar-intubated demonstrator was 59.1% (SE = 11.9%). An 
independent samples t-test revealed that these mean scores for percent ethanol intake 
were not significantly different (t (13) = -1.21, n. s.). This suggests that preference for 
ethanol was not statistically different between the groups, although there seems to be a 
trend for greater percent preference for ethanol in observers in the ethanol condition that 
may emerge as significant if more subjects were included.
Discussion
Both Experiments 3a and 3b failed to show that observer rats acquired a 
preference for their demonstrator’s diet. There are several possible reasons why learning 
did not occur. First, all previous social learning studies about ethanol have used the 
observer’s home cage as the location for the interaction period whereas in this experiment 
an unfamiliar Plexiglas apparatus was used. Introduction into a novel environment may 
have had an effect on detection of cues or learning a preference for these cues if  detected. 
It is also possible that learning was contextual in that the observer may have exhibited a 
preference for ethanol if given the 2-bottle test in the interaction chamber. While 
behavior was not recorded in the present study, it has been found that rats interact 
significantly less in novel environments in comparison to familiar environments (File,
1980). An observer’s reduced interaction with an anesthetized demonstrator or with an 
active demonstrator opposite a partition may have prevented the transmission of cues 
necessary for learning to occur. In addition, Vanderschuren, Niesink, Spruijt, and Van
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Ree (1995) demonstrated that the amount of contact between play partners as well as play 
behaviors such as pinning, boxing, following and chasing were markedly reduced under 
intense light conditions (60W bulb 60 cm above cage). Despite the animals’ inability to 
engage in play behavior, it is possible that a novel chamber that was illuminated much 
more than the cages they were housed in during the first two days of the experiment 
altered the observers’ investigation of the demonstrators during the interaction period.
Although Galef and colleagues (1983) were able to demonstrate transmission of 
diet preference with cocoa and cinnamon diets using procedures similar to those used in 
Experiments 3a and 3b, the animals used were adult rats, not periadolescent rats. Social 
behavior is an essential part of development during periadolescence. For example, 
animals that are raised in isolation during weeks four through six of development show 
significantly decreased levels of social interaction as adults compared to animals that 
were group housed during this period (Hoi, Van den Berg, Van Ree, and Spruijt, 1999). 
Thus, social interaction may be necessary for periadolescent observers to acquire a 
preference for a demonstrator’s diet (see also Fernandez-Vidal & Molina, unpublished 
data).
General Discussion
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that the opioid system has some influence on a 
periadolescent observer’s acquisition of a preference for ethanol from a demonstrator. 
Low doses of naloxone did not significantly alter observers’ percent preference for 
ethanol in comparison to saline-injected observers whereas the high dose of naloxone 
resulted in a significant increase in preference. This suggests that at high doses naloxone 
has a facilitative effect on the strength of the acquired preference for ethanol whereas
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lower doses appear to have no effect. In contrast, animals administered a low dose of 
morphine show a modest facilitation of the preference for ethanol whereas a high dose 
resulted in a percent preference for ethanol that was no different than saline or nai've 
animals.
It is still not clear, however, how opioids affect acquisition. Experiments 3a and 
3b were designed as preliminary experiments to one that would further elaborate on the 
role of the opioid system in the observer that results in a change specific to learning. To 
replicate Galef s findings that an observer can learn about diet cues from a demonstrator 
that is opposite a wire mesh partition or is anesthetized (Galef & Wigmore, 1983; Galef, 
et al., 1985; Galef & Stein, 1985), Experiments 3a and 3b replaced cinnamon and cocoa 
flavored diets with a vinegar and ethanol solutions. Adolescents were also used instead of 
adults. The purpose of these studies was meant to confirm that preference acquisition 
without active demonstrator/observer interaction could occur, particularly with ethanol in 
periadolescent rats. In later experiments, administration of morphine or naloxone to the 
observer using these procedures would help in understanding whether the role of the 
opioid system in preference acquisition occurs when social behavior is minimized. Null 
results prevented further experiments using naloxone or morphine. Instead, the question 
arises as to whether social learning necessitates interaction among periadolescent rats. 
Preference acquisition without social interaction
Basic revisions to Experiments 3a and 3b may permit an adolescent observer’s 
learning of diet cues. This would involve using the same cage observers are housed in 
during the adaptation period (days 1 and 2) as the cage in which an anesthetized 
demonstrator would be inserted or be placed opposite a partition. The familiarity and
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dimness of the cage may eliminate any interference that novelty or light may have had in 
the present studies.
It is also possible that the apparatus used or its modification may simply prevent 
learning about ethanol because the social factor is eliminated. If adult rats were tested in 
this scenario and exhibited social learning of ethanol, it would suggest that adolescents 
require social interaction for preference acquisition to occur. If adults did not learn, the 
paradigm may not be conducive to social learning about ethanol in particular. The diets 
used may also have certain properties that resulted in the null findings. To test this, the 
same procedures would be used, but ethanol, coffee, or vinegar solutions would be 
replaced with cinnamon or cocoa diets in order to test preference for a demonstrator’s 
diet in adolescents. If a preference was acquired, it would suggest that ethanol may 
posses certain characteristics that necessitate interaction for social transmission of ethanol 
to occur.
Opioid modulation o f play and learning
The concern about the effects of naloxone and morphine on social interaction has 
already been addressed. Periadolescent rats (P24) have shown a decreased frequency of 
play fighting characterized as tail-pulling, pouncing, boxing, wrestling, pinning and 
chasing when administered a 4.0 or 10.0 mg/kg dose of naloxone (Beatty & Costello,
1981). A 10.0 mg/kg dose of naloxone decreased overall locomotor activity 
(Cunningham et al., 1995) whereas even lower doses (1, 2, and 4 mg/kg) reduced 
exploratory behavior, quantified by total number of head dips made in a holeboard, 
compared to controls (File, 1980). These changes in behavior may affect preference
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acquisition due to morphine or naloxone administration as a result of availability of 
olfactory cues present in the oronasal region of the demonstrator.
Minimizing social interaction in Experiments 3 a and 3b resulted in nonsignificant 
findings about preference for ethanol. Another approach for controlling changes in social 
behavior may be useful. It has been shown that post-training and pretest naloxone and 
morphine cause significant changes in learning (Canli et al., 1990; Gallagher, 1982; 
Gallagher et al., 1983; Gallagher et al., 1985; Izquierdo et al., 1985; Izquierdo et al., 1990; 
Quevedo et al., 2002; Shiigi, Takahashi, & Kaneto, 1990; Tang et al., 1983). 
Administration of morphine or naloxone to the observer immediately after interacting 
with the demonstrator would avoid drug-induced changes during the interaction. One 
could address whether the memory consolidating or interfering effects of morphine or 
naloxone respectively can cause changes in social learning of ethanol without changing 
.behavior during the interaction. However, since the current study involved chemosensory 
learning whereas the cited studies involved shock or reward motivation, the mechanism 
of learning in each may be different and not transfer.
Opioid-related drugs
Adrenaline, glucose, and dexamethasone are all substances that have been shown 
to enhance memory in the step-down avoidance task (Quevedo et al., 2002). Since it is of 
concern what behavioral changes naloxone may cause, one may explore whether other 
memory enhancing substances may cause a similar, dose-dependent result as was found 
with naloxone and morphine. Conversely, the use of drugs that inhibit learning such as 
ACTH, vasopressin, and epinephrine, which have been shown to affect the opioid system 
as well as other opiate agonists such as (3-endorphin, would be useful substitutes for
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morphine in order to account for morphine-specific behavioral changes in behavior 
during interaction (Dalmaz et al., 1988; Izquierdo & Dias, 1985; Izquierdo & Netto, 
1990).
The facilitative effect of naloxone on learning may not be the result of its direct 
effect on the opioid system. Quevedo, Moretto, Colvero, Roesler, & Ferriera (1997) 
found that a pretest injection of the NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 blocks the 
effects of post-training naloxone in the step-down task. This suggests that there may be a 
link between the glutamatergic system and the opioid system’s implicated role in learning 
and memory. The benzodiazepenic agonist midazolam has also been shown to negate the 
memory enhancing effects of naloxone, adrenaline, glucose, and dexamethasone 
(Quevedo et al., 2002). Dingledine, Iversen, and Breuker (1978) even found with a 
receptor binding assay that naloxone binds to GABA receptors. As such, it is critical to 
consider the interactive effects of other neurotransmitter systems in learning.
Opioid subtypes
Not only is it important to address drugs that do not directly bind to opioid 
receptors but may be involved in opioid’s role in social learning, it is also important to 
consider receptor-specific opioids and opioid antagonists. It has been found that the 
effects of morphine on memory consolidation may be specifically mediated by its effects 
on p receptor subtypes (Shiigi et al., 1990; Gallagher, et al. 1985). In a step-through 
passive avoidance learning task, morphine, a p- receptor agonist, administered to a rat 
pretest results in facilitation of memory retrieval whereas 8 -  and k -  specific agonists did 
not. Moreover, naloxone ( 1 - 2  mg/kg) was administered as a p-specific receptor 
antagonist at the same time morphine was administered. The morphine was no longer
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effective in facilitating memory retrieval. One must be wary, however, of these 
conclusions. Terenius (1996) states that naloxone is a p-receptor antagonist at low doses 
but a 8- and k -  receptor antagonist at higher doses. It is unclear, however, what doses are 
needed to antagonize 8- and k -  receptors.
Methodological controls
There are several factors that may also add to the variance within subjects. For 
example, experimental sessions did not occur at the same time of day. Panksepp et al. 
(1980) found that administration of naloxone did not increase DV’s in chicks during the 
last third of the light phase and the last two-thirds of the dark phase. Dalmaz et al. (1988) 
also found that administration of ACTH during the morning and during the afternoon 
following step-down avoidance training resulted in different performance during testing. 
Rats trained in the morning showed a significantly greater latency to step down in 
comparison to their training session whereas the latency to step down for rats that were 
trained in the afternoon were not significantly different from their training session 
performance. Since manipulation of the opioid system is occurring in the current 
experiments, it may be wise to consider that administration of naloxone and morphine 
may have varying effects depending on the time of day the experiment is being run.
Controlling observers’ diets prior to the experiment may also reduce variance 
within subjects. For example, administration of naloxone soon after chicks finish eating is 
not effective in producing DV’s (Panksepp et al., 1980). The present experiment did not 
restrict food consumption in observers prior to drug administration and interaction, and 
therefore different satiety levels may have resulted in varying effects of naloxone and 
morphine. Removing food prior to morphine or naloxone administration may result in a
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more consistent pattern of behavior as well as preference acquisition. Food and water 
deprivation, however, must be carefully regulated when studying the opioid system. 
Chronic food restriction has been shown to cause a significant decrease in mu-receptor 
binding and a significant increase in kappa-receptor binding (Wolinsky, Carr, Hiller, & 
Simon, 1996). Chronic water restriction has been found to reduce endogenous opioid 
release in the brain as well (Blake, Stein, & Czech, 1986). While a short period of 
deprivation may not affect opioid levels, long-term deprivation should not be included in 
future studies concerning the opioid system’s role in social learning about ethanol. Even a 
single 24-hour period of food deprivation can significantly reduce play behavior in 
periadolescent rats (Siviy & Panksepp, 1985). Thus, a brief period of deprivation may be 
helpful in providing a baseline level of endogenous opioids in all observers in the 
experiment, a long-period of deprivation may affect binding and should be avoided.
It would be of further interest to use lower doses of naloxone in the dose response 
curve. Olson, Fernandez, Kastin, Olson, Delatte, Von Almen, Erickson, Hastings & Coy 
. (1981) found that very low doses of naloxone (.001 mg/kg and .01 mg/kg) were effective 
in increasing fluid consumption. While the present study was not concerned with altering 
fluid consumption but rather preference acquisition, the evidence that such low doses are 
effective in altering the behavior of rats merits further research in the dose response curve 
for naloxone. One may find a significant decrease in the preference for ethanol in rats 
using doses lower than 0.1 mg/kg.
While the implications of behavior on learning have already been discussed, the 
need to quantify changes in behavior has not. Moles et al. (1999) recorded behaviors 
during demonstrator/observer interactions (e.g. approach, investigate, groom, rest) and
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found no significant differences between controls and naloxone treated groups. However, 
adult behavior typically does not include play, which adolescent rats primarily engage 
and which is affected by manipulation of the opioid system (File et al., 1980; Panksepp et 
al., 1979; Siegel et al. 1985). It would be valuable to measure changes in adolescent 
behavior during the interaction in order to determine whether these changes in behavior 
do occur and, if they occur, whether they covary with the preference exhibited by the 
observer.
Taking the information gathered from the first two experiments, it is clear that the 
opioid system is involved with the acquisition of diet preference. The mechanisms that 
are specifically affected by manipulation of the opioid system are known as well. 
However, it is unclear which changes are responsible for the variations in observers’ 
preference for ethanol after interacting with a demonstrator. Removing the social aspect 
of the interaction failed to result in observer preference in the last two experiments, but 
other ways of preserving the natural state of social interaction in adolescents while still 
manipulating the opioid system has been suggested. Subtle environmental controls may 
also generate more promising results.
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TABLE 1
PROCEDURE USED FOR EXPERIMENT 1
Day/Time Procedure
1 Pair-house demonstrators and observers 
Handle subjects for 90 seconds
2 Handle subjects for 90 seconds
3 Weigh all animals
3/0 min i.g. administration of EtOH to 
demonstrators
i.p administration of saline, 0.1 mg/kg, 0.4 
mg/kg, or 4.0 mg/kg naloxone to observers
3/30 min Place demonstrators into observers’ cages
3/60 min Remove demonstrators from observers cage
3/5 hours Start 24 hr two-bottle test
4 End two-bottle test
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TABLE 2
PROCEDURE USED FOR EXPERIMENT 3 A
Day/Time Procedure
1 Pair-house demonstrators and observers 
Handle subjects for 90 seconds
2 Handle subjects for 90 seconds
3 Weigh all animals
3/0 min i.g. administration of EtOH or VIN to 
demonstrators
i.p. administration of xylazine/ketamine to 
VIN demonstrators
3/20 min i.p. administration of xylazine/ketamine to 
EtOH demonstrators
3/30 min Once anesthetized, place demonstrators into 
tube of apparatus. Place observers in main 
chamber of apparatus
3/60 min Remove all animals from apparatus. 
Individually house observers
Start 24 hr two-bottle test
4 End two-bottle test
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TABLE 3
PROCEDURE USED FOR EXPERIMENT 3B
Day/Time Procedure
1 Pair-house demonstrators and observers
Handle subjects for 90 seconds
2 Handle subjects for 90 seconds
3 Weigh all animals
3/0 min i.g. administration of EtOH, or VIN to
demonstrators
3/30 min
Place VIN demonstrators and observers into 
partitioned apparatus
Place EtOH demonstrators and observers 
into partitioned apparatus
Remove VEST animals from apparatus. 
Individually house observers.
3/60 min Remove EtOH animals from apparatus. 
Individually house observers.
Start 24 hr two-bottle test
5 End two-bottle test
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Mean (± SEM) percent intake of ethanol (ml) versus coffee in Experiment 1 during the 
24 hr two-bottle test. Four hours prior to testing, observers interacted for 30 minutes with 
a demonstrator intragastrically intubated with a 1.5 g/kg dose of a 12% v/v ethanol 
solution or an equal volume of water (naive).
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two-bottle test. Four hours prior to testing, observers interacted for 30 minutes with a 
demonstrator intragastrically intubated with a 1.5 g/kg dose of a 12% v/v ethanol solution 
or an equal volume of water (naive).
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solution or an equal volume of water (naive).
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FIGURE 5
A drawing of the chamber used for Experiment 3a.
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